As an independent, non-partisan, non-profit organization and a registered charity, the C.D. Howe Institute shares insight on policy challenges and developments.
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The C.D. Howe Institute was born out of a need. A need to raise awareness of Canadian public policy challenges. A need for reasoned, evidence-based, constructive solutions.

For more than 60 years, the Institute has responded to that need. It has fostered research and discussion on issues that affect Canadians’ well-being, from trade and economic growth, through the effective design and sustainability of our education, health and income-security programs, to governance, accountability, and the health of our federation. And for more than 60 years, the Institute’s members and friends have supported that mission with their ideas, their participation and their donations.

Each year the Institute releases dozens of high-quality research and council reports that reach leaders in the private and public sectors across the country. The Institute’s research undergoes rigorous review by outside academics and independent experts, and its quality control is subject to an annual audit unique among public policy think tanks. In today’s world of fake news and polarized views, credible and constructive voices are more crucial than ever. Your support enables the Institute to add non-partisan, disinterested perspectives and fresh ideas to policy discussions. To present alternative approaches where evidence is uncertain. To tell it like it is.

You, the C.D. Howe Institute’s members recognize the continued need for authoritative work on Canada’s challenges and solutions. Your donations support the rigorous research and open dialogue that fosters better policy and improves Canadians’ lives. All Canadians benefit from your support.

We know how fortunate we are to be able to rely on such dedicated members. Thank you for your commitment to Canadian prosperity and quality of life, and thank you for your generous and ongoing support.

William B.P. Robson
President and CEO

Duncan T. Munn
Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
Your Philanthropic Dollars at Work in 2019

#1 Think Tank in Canada

The C.D. Howe Institute has won more research awards than any Canadian think tank including six Purvis Prizes, the highest honour in Canadian economic policy writing.

Essential Output

- 109+ exclusive, off-the-record policy events
- 62+ high-quality research and council reports
- 230+ Intelligence Memos

Projected totals for 2019
LEADING THE CONVERSATION

13,600 social media citations

5,500+ digital, print and broadcast citations in Canadian media

204 citations in The Globe and Mail and the National Post, more than any other think tank

120+ interviews

59 op-eds

50 policy outreach presentations

All data as of December 3, 2019
2019 Major Gifts and Grants

Thank you for making our work possible. The C.D. Howe Institute relies on your charitable support to deliver on our mission. We have modest resources and do not receive eight-figure endowments or major, multi-year government grants. All donations are purely philanthropic – the Institute does not accept any donations that stipulate a predetermined result or otherwise inhibit the independence of its staff and authors.

Targeted major gifts and event sponsorships enable supporters to bolster the Institute’s research and dissemination capacities in specific areas of interest. They complement the annual membership campaign, strengthening the Institute and enabling it to recruit scholars and support programs that enhance its ability to develop innovative solutions to policy challenges. We gratefully acknowledge the following donors and sponsors:

### Major Gifts from Individuals

- James C. Baillie
- Scott Burns
- Bert Clark
- Jack Cockwell
- Mickey and Judi Cohen
- John Crow
- Malkin Dare
- Ed Clark (Clark Family Foundation)
- Hélène Desmarais
- Wendy Dobson
- Maureen Farrow
- Paul Fletcher
- Briar Foster
- Blake Goldring
- John and Rebecca Horwood
- Richard Howson (The Petman Foundation)
- Donald K. Johnson
- Brian and Colleen Johnston
- Robert Kaplan
- Thomas E. Kierans
- Don Reimer
- Geoff Smith
- Craig C. Thorburn
- Red Wilson (The Wilson Foundation)

### Major Grants from Organizations

- Canada Infrastructure Bank
- Canada’s Venture Capital & Private Equity Association
- Canadian Finance & Leasing Association
- Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association Inc.
- Crabtree Foundation
- The Conference for Advanced Life Underwriting
- John Dobson Foundation
- Donner Canadian Foundation
- Forest Products Association of Canada
- The Great-West Life Assurance Company
- Lotte and John Hecht Memorial Foundation
- ICICI Bank
- Insurance Bureau of Canada
- Johnson & Johnson Inc. Canada
- Manulife Financial
- Mattamy Homes
- Max Bell Foundation
- OREA – Ontario Real Estate Association
- Power Corporation of Canada
- The Regent Family Foundation
- Sun Life Financial Inc.
- The W. Garfield Weston Foundation
Special Thanks

Special thanks to Hugh MacKinnon for his contributions and leadership as the Institute’s Board of Directors Chair.

Hugh MacKinnon

$400,000 gift to support the Endowment Fund for Special Studies and the Scholars’ Dinner.

Wendy Dobson

More than $200,000 since 2013 to support the Institute’s policy work across its full spectrum of activities.

Briar Foster

$125,000, starting in 2015 to support the Institute’s policy work, focussing on productivity and innovation.

Richard Howson (Petman Foundation)

$100,000 pledge to support the Institute’s podcast, a critical product to educate the public and increase awareness of the Institute’s policy intelligence.

Maureen Farrow

$100,000 gift over five years to enhance the Institute’s research capacity and expand the scope of its communications.

Don Johnson
The Regent Debates are made possible thanks to the philanthropic support of Aaron and Heather Regent. With the goal of creating a platform for serious discussion on policy issues essential to Canada’s future, the debates bring together prominent voices to weigh in on top policy issues.

In 2019, the C.D. Institute hosted its third Regent Debate that addressed the question: should governments regulate Big Tech to protect the public interest?

Thank you to Aaron and Heather Regent for their generous multi-year gift to make these debates possible.

Aaron Regent is the founder and managing partner of Magris Resources Inc. and long-time director and supporter of the C.D. Howe Institute.
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Your donations enable the Institute to respond quickly and authoritatively to issues that are defining Canada’s future – and by so doing, improve the economic and social well-being of all Canadians.
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The C.D. Howe Institute’s policy work is shaped and strengthened by the members of its policy councils. Recruited from universities, the public service, crown corporations and business, council members play a vital role in generating support and ideas for specific policy areas. We thank the following individuals for their participation in the Institute’s policy councils.
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

The C.D. Howe Institute is an independent not-for-profit research institute whose mission is to raise living standards by fostering economically sound public policies. Widely considered to be Canada’s most influential think tank, the Institute is a trusted source of essential policy intelligence, distinguished by research that is nonpartisan, evidence-based and subject to definitive expert review.